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This paper considers the time-optimal control problem for a class of time- 
lag systems in which the time-lag is the control variable. It is shown that 
under certain conditions, the attainable set at any time t is convex, compact, 
and varies continuously with t. Using this result, a necessary condition for the 
time-optimal controls in the form of a maximum principle is derived. A simple 
example and other related problems are also discussed. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Various optimal control problems associated with time-lag systems have 
been extensively investigated [l]-[5]. Most works pertain to systems describ- 
able by an ordinary differential-difference equation with lagging arguments of 
the form 
W) - = f(t, x(t), x(t - ~&))Y.., x(t - ~?&)), u(t)), 
dt 
where x(t) E Rn; u(t) is the control vector; f  is a given vector-valued function 
of its arguments and the oh’s are specified nonnegative functions of t repre- 
senting the time-lags. In the control of plasmas, chemical reactors, and 
biological processes involving transport phenomena, the controls often 
correspond to the transport velocities. This leads to systems in the form of (1) 
with the time-lag functions Q-~ being the controls. 
In this paper, we consider the time-optimal control problem for system (1) 
in the following particular form: 
W) - = 44 x(t) + W, x(t - +))), dt (2) 
where x(t) = (xl(t),..., am); A(t) is an n x n matrix whose elements aij are 
continuous functions on a given time interval &I = [t, , tJ; + is a specified 
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continuous function of (t, x) on It, x R”, and the time-lag Q- is the control. 
Let +!!(It,) denote the set of all Lebesgue measurable functions T (admissible 
controls) defined on It, and taking values in the control set Q = [7min , 7-1 
with 0 < rmrn < Tmax < cc. The initial data for (2) are given by 
x(t) = 4,(t), tE [to - Tmax, t,], (3) 
where the components & of c&, are specified continuous functions defined on 
[to - 7max, t,,]. In what follows, the construction of solutions for the initial- 
value problem (2)-(3) d an various properties of the attainable sets of the 
system are discussed first. Then, results for the time-optimal control problem 
are given. The paper concludes with a discussion of a simple example and 
other related problems. 
II. CONSTRUCTION OF SOLUTIONS 
Let Tmin > 0 and t, - t,, = KTmin , where K is a given positive integer. 
Let It, be partitioned into subintervals Ii = [to + (j - 1) Tmin , to + jTmin], 
j = l,..., K. For a given 7 E @(&), the solution to (2)-(3) on It, can be 
constructed in a stepwise manner by integrating Eq. (2) on the successive 
intervals li starting with j = 1. Hereafter, the restriction of the solutions 
x(.) and T(‘) to 4 will be denoted by x(j)( .) and Tj(-), respectively. Also, the 
continuation of the initial data &,(*) by the solution x(.) on It, will be denoted 
by +(.I (i.e., the domain of 4 is [to - Tmax , tl], whose restrictions to 
[to - Tmax , to] and [to , tl] are &,(.) and x(.), respectively). Evidently, Eq. (2) 
on II can be rewritten as 
91 = A(t) x(‘)(t) + +(t, +,,(t - Tl(t))), to < t < to + Tmin P (4a) 
xyq = c&J. W) 
Note that the right-hand-side of (4) is affine in x(l) and nonlinear in the 
control T1 . Similarly, on any interval 4 , 1 < j < K, (2) can be rewritten as 
&;y = A(t) x(j)(t) + ‘+(t, c&(t - Tj(t))), 
-- 
to + (j - 1) Tmin < t < to $. jTrnin 9 
x(j)(t, + (j - 1) Tmin) = X(‘-l)(t, -/- (j - 1) Tmin), 
where +-i denotes the restriction of 4 to the interval 
[to f (j - 1) Tmin - T~S,X , to -b (j - 1) Tmin]. 
(54 
(5b) 
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Note that for 2 <j < K, +j-l may be composed of a portion of the initial data 
I#,(.) and/or the solution on the previous intervals 1, , 1 < K < j - 1. Since 
+ and &, are continuous functions, +(t, +,(t - or)) is a measurable function 
of t on Ii for any or E %(I,). It is well known that there exists a unique abso- 
lutely continuous function x(r) satisfying (4a) almost everywhere in 1, and 
(4b). The existence of a unique absolutely continuous solution x(j) on lj , 
1 < j < K, follows trivially. For anyj E {I,..., K}, x(j)(,) has a representation 
of the form: 
X(j)(t) = @(t) @(to + (j - 1) Tmin)-r x(j-r)(tO + (j - 1) Tmin) 
where @)(to) = +,(t,) and Q(t) is the solution of the matrix equation 
$f; = A(t) a(t), @(to) = I, , the n x PZ identity matrix. (7) 
Remarks (R-l). When Tmin = 0, the solutions no longer have the fore- 
going simple representation, Since (2) becomes nonlinear in x(t) for T(t) = 0. 
In the sequel, only the case with 7min > 0 will be considered. 
(R-2). In (5 ), f  a i we let v(j)(t) = +(t, +j-l(t - Tj(t))), 1 <j < K, then 
(2) can be viewed as a system of the form dx(t)/dt = A(t) x(t) + v(t) with 
control v  whose restriction to Ij is v(i) and v(j)(t) E Qj(t) = {+(t, +j-l(t - 7j ; 
7j-l ,..., TV)) E R”: ,rj E f2, (T~-~ ,..., TV) E @(Ii-J x ... x %(I,)} for 1 < j < K 
and v(l)(t) E Q,(t) = +(t, +,(t - Q)). Evidently, Q,(t) varies with time and 
depends on Sz and the known data +j-l which in turn depend on the past 
controls 7-jPl(.),..., or when j > 1. Moreover, Qj(t) is compact for each 
tEIt . 1 
DEFINITION. Let the initial data c#,(.) be given on [to - 7r,iax , to] and 
q(t; +o) denote the solution of (2) at t > to corresponding to initial data 
+o(.) and a given admissible control T(.) E @((It,). For each t 3 to , the 
attainable set at t is defined by 
df = (x,(t; 4,) E R”: T(‘) E %(I,)}, (8) 
and the attainable cone JZ! is defined by 
22 = ((t, dt): t > to}. 
Evidently, &to = {ySo(to)} and &t is a fixed-time cross section of &. 
(9) 
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THEOREM 1. Let Q = [smin , T~~] with 0 < Tmin < 7max < CO and & 
be a given continuous function on [to - Tmax , t,,]. Then, 
(i) for any t E It1 , ~2~ is convex and compact; 
(ii) for any T sItl , (JtElr AYE is compact; 
(iii) the mapping t -+ zYt from Itit, to the space of nonempty compact subsets 
of Rn is continuous with respect to the HausdorfJ metric. 
Proqf. Let t E I1 . Since + is continuous on It, x R” and &, is continuous 
on [t, -- 7 max , to], hence the mapping (t, or) + +(t, &(t - i-r)) is continuous 
on I1 .X Q. Also, since Sz is compact, the sets +(t, &,(t - Q)), t E I1 , are 
compact. From a result of Neustadt [6, Theorem l],s4, is compact and convex. 
Moreover, for any i E I1 , Utsli & is compact. To prove that JZZ~ is continuous 
on I1 , we must show that for any E > 0, there exists a 6 > 0 such that for all 
t, t’ E I, satisfying 1 t - t’ 1 < 6, the Hausdorff metric 
p(dt , s9,,) = inf{c: ~8’~ C n,(s$,) and ZZ$ C n,(se)} < E, 
where 
n<(&J = {x E R? p(x, G$) < E}, p(x, &J = inf{ij x - 52 11: f  E di}. 
Let xt E &t and xt’ E ,Oe,, with t, t’ E I1 . Then, there exist r and T’ in @(II) 
such that 
xt = a(t) 6,(&J + St a(t) V-l +‘(s, 44s - T(S))) & 
to 
Xt’ = “(t’) A,(&,) + [I’ @(t’) @(s)-l 4+, MS - T’(S))) ds. 
Thus, 
II xt - Xt’ I! = 11 (W - - @(t’>) W,) + j-r W-l MS, MS - +>N ds 
1 
+ QW 
IJ 
t Q(s)-l +‘(s, 4l(s - T(S))) ds 
- Jto @(il 44, +ots - +N) dj 11 
I”*’ 
< II @@) - @(f)ll 
x 
i 
II k&II + Jt:’ II =WY II II 46 4ds - NNli ds 
i 
+ I/ *(t)ii 11 ,: @tS)-’ ‘+(S> +ots - T(s))) ds 
- j-r *W-l +‘(s, 44s - T’(S))) ds /I . (10) 
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From the properties of a(t), there exist positive numbers Ci such that 
!I qt)ll G Cl > Ii @W !I < G , 11 a(t) - a+‘)!] < c, I t - t’ 
for all t, t’s ~1~ . Also, from the continuity of + and +,, , and the compactness 
of Q, there exists a positive number C, such that 11 +(s, &,(s - ~(s)))ij < C, 
for all 7 E @(I,) and s ~1~ . It follows from (10) that 
II Xt - Xt’ II G Cdl 40(4Jll + TminCzCa~ I t - f I 
+ Cl /; j-” W-l +I(s, 4,(s - T(S))) ds 
to 
- i:’ m(s)-l +(s, +,,(s - T’(S))) ds /I for t, t’ E I1 . (11) 
To estimate p(xt , J&), we may take T’(S) = T(S) on [to , t’] if t > t’ or on 
[to , t] if t’ > t. This leads to 
P(Xt 9 4’) G Cs(ll A3(4Jll + TminCzC4) I t - t’ I 
+ Cl 1 f II qs)Y II II Ns, MS - m)ll ds / (1.4 
<C/t-f/ for all t, t’ E I1 , 
where C = Cs II 4,(hJll + C2C4(CI + C sTmin). Similarly, we can deduce that 
p(xt~,,r;4,)~Cjt-~‘~forallt,t’~~~.Now,forany~>O,letS=~/C~~ 
that for I t - t’ I < 6, we have p(xt , dt,) < E and p(xtt , &J < E implying 
.B$ C n,(&‘J and &t C n,(&). Thus, p(.$ , &) < E, or z& is continuous 
on I1 . Since the solutions corresponding to any T(.) E @(It.) is continuous 
on It, , hence q$(-; Q-+~ ,..., TJ is continuous on 1, for any j E (2 ,..., K}. In 
view of remark (R-2), we can repeat the foregoing arguments for any interval 
Ij , 1 < j < K, to establish the convexity and compactness of & for any 
t E It, I and the validity of (ii) and (iii). This completes the proof. 
We note that Theorem 1 remains valid when Q = [7‘7min , co[ with Tmin > 0 
if a(+& the range of +,, , is compact. This follows from the fact that 
+(t, W(+,)) is compact for each t > t, . 
III. TIME-OPTIMAL CONTROL 
Let t--f G, from [to , a[ to the space of nonempty compact subsets of Rn 
be a given mapping which is continuous with respect to the Hausdorff metric. 
For each fixed t E [to, co[, G, corresponds to a target set in R”. Let the given 
initial data +,,(.) be continuous on [t,, - 7maX , t,]. We consider the time- 
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optimal control problem of finding the smallest t* 3 t, and an admissible 
control 7* E a(&*) such that x,(t*; 4,) E G, . Here, we take 
Q = [Tinin 7 7rnax] with rmin > 0 so that the results of Section II are 
applicable. 
First, from Theorem 1, -Qlt is convex and compact for each t > to and it 
varies continuously with t. Using this fact and the assumption that G, is 
compact and continuous in t, the following result can be established in the 
usual way [7]. 
THEOREM 2. If  there exists a f  > t, and a control ? E @(Ii) such that 
x,(f; qb,) E GS, then there exists a time-optimal control r* defined on some 
interval It* C Ii such that x,(t*; +J E &x!~, , the boundary of dt, . 
Now, we proceed to establish a necessary condition for the time-optimal 
controls. Let t* denote the minimum time. If &,(t,) E GtO, then we have the 
trivial case with t* = t, . Assume qb,(t,) 4 GtO and consider first the case 
where t* E ]to , t, + Tmin] with time-optimal control T*. From Theorem 1, 
&‘t* is convex and compact. Also, from Theorem 2, x+(t*; 4,) E aJ;4,, . 
Consequently, there exists a support hyperplane of .Q& at x,,(t*; 4,) with an 
outward unit normal v E Rn such that the inner product 
(v, x,(t”; 4,) - x7*@*; 4,&i 
t* & -c uqt*> *p-l {Jy(t, 4& - +>>) - (c((t, Mt- dew)> dt (13) to 
eS 0
for all 7 E @(It*). Let q(t) be the solution of the adjoint system 
d?(t) ___ = --rl(t) A(t), 
dt 
t, < t < t*, 
rgt*) = v. 
Then, (13) can be rewritten as 
(14) 
j-“* r,(t) +(t, +,(t - T(t)>> dt < (* q(t) 44, 4dt - I*)) dt (15) 
to 
for all 7 E 4’/&). For the given 49&), the above maximum condition in 
integral form can be replaced by the following pointwise maximum condition: 
ep) +,(t, 4l(t - 4)> = Q(t) +,(t, w - T*(t)>) (16) 
almost everywhere on [to, t*]. 
NOW, consider the case where t* ~]t, -I- Tmin , t, $- 2T,i,]. Using (6) and 
similar reasoning, we obtain the following condition corresponding to (13): 
(17) 
for all 71 E %(1J and T~ E %(l; n It*), where 
x(l)(t; 4,) if dlCt; T1) = i<(t) tEI1, if tE [to - Tmax 1 &I* (18) 
Introducing again the adjoint system (14) an using the explicit expression d 
(6) for xii) , (17) can be rewritten as 
for all or E @(II) and ~a E %(I2 n It*), where ts is the characteristic function 
of the set 5’. Setting TV = or* (19) can be replaced by the pointwise maxi- 
mum condition: 
for almost all t E 1, n It* . Repeated application of the foregoing arguments 
leads to the following result for the general case: 
THEORJZM 3. Let the assumptions in Theorem 1 be satisjied. Let the target 
set G, for any t > to be a nonempty compact subset of R” which varies continu- 
ously with t. If r* is the time-optimal control such that x&t*; 4,) E G,, , where 
the minimum time t* E IM for some positive integer M 3 1, then it must satisfy 
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for almost all t c Ij , j = l,..., M - 1, and for almost all t E IM IT Ita when 
j = M. Here q(t) is a solution of the aqoint system (14) with q(t*) corresponding 
to an outward unit normal to a supporting hyperplane to the attainable set L@‘~* 
at x,,(t*; 4,) E 8&t* . 
We note that (21) can be also established by considering the following 
subsets of A, defined by 
Ji(Tj-1 Y*.*) T1) = {x,,(t; 4j-1(.; 7j-l ,..., T1)) E Rn: 7i E @‘(It n Ij)} (22) 
for t E Ij , j > 1. From the continuity of $j-r( .; ~+r ,..., or) and Neustadt’s 
result [6, Theorem 11, /&t(~~-r ,..., or) is compact and convex for every 
(Tj-1 ,.‘.> T1) E a!(Ij-l) x **. ~@(I,),j>l.Also,fort~I~,j>l: 
A, = U QTj-1 )...) ‘1). 
(T,+ ,..., T,)E4(lj_,)X...XQ(I,) 
Thus, condition (21) follows from the existence of a separating hyperplane 
for L&(3-:-, ,..., or*) passing through the point 
x,*(t*; 4,) E && * (& ,..., TV*) n aA,, . 
It is apparent from (16) that T* may take on values in the interior of Q, 
and there may exist more than one 7* satisfying (16). In fact, in order to 
have a T* whose values lie on the boundary of Q for almost all t E [to , t*], 
very stringent conditions must be imposed on the initial data +,, . For example, 
in the simplest case where +(t, &(t - T) = &(t - T)) and A(t) = 0 on 
It, , the determination of r* satisfying (16) corresponds to maximizing 
v&(t - T) = f  v&(t - 7) 
i==l 
with respect to 7 over Q for each fixed t E [to, t*]. A sufficient condition for 
T*(t) to be on the boundary of 52 for all t E [to , t*] is that vi& , i = l,..., n, 
are continuous monotone functions (all strictly increasing or decreasing) on 
[to - ~max ,4J. 
IV. A SIMPLE EXAMPLE 
Consider a scalar equation given by 
dx(t) __ = ax(t - 7(t)), 
dt 
t > 0, (23) 
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with I E Q = [l, 21 and initial data 
x(t) = 40(t), t E F-2, 01, (24) 
where 01 is a given constant and &, is continuous on 1-2, 01. 
We shall construct the attainable set ~2~ of the above system at any time 
t > 0. First, consider the solution to (23)-(24) at any time t ~1~ = [0, l] 
corresponding to a given or E @(It): 
$‘(c $0) = 90(O) + Jo’ 4& - Tl(S)) A. (25) 
We wish to determine the boundary points of JX?~ C RI, t E I1 , given by 
and 
P(t) = sup{G#t; I$,): Tr(.) E a(&)} 
G(t) = inf{xj:)(t; 4s): 7r(*) E @(It)}. 
This can be accomplished by constructing the following special control 
functions Fi, and i, defined by 
MS - +1(s)) = s-21g$-1 Al(f) 
MS - +1(s)) = r-Ii& &(t’) s lz lo, 4 c I1 * (26) 
These controls have the property that, for any s E [0, t], el(s) and iI cor- 
respond to respective delay-times at which the maximum and minimum values 
of Co over the largest allowable past interval at time s (i.e., [S - 2, s - I]) 
are attained. Evidently, for 01 > 0, 
S(l)(t) = $)(t; $0) and .@(t) = J$t; &). 
Note that if the maximum and/or minimum points of &, are nonunique, then 
the controls i, and/or i, are nonunique also. Moreover, the boundary points 
of &t need not correspond to solutions at t generated by controls 7 whose 
values lie on the boundary of Sz for almost all time. The fact that 
dt = p(t), W’(t)] 
follows from the observation that any interior point K of [LP($ F’(t)] can 
be attained at time t by means of a control ?r defingd on [0, t] having the 
propew 
M - %(SN = (4-’ (5 - 5Mw. 
Again, ?r may not be unique in general. 
(27) 
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To determine &t for t E I2 = [l, 21, we consider the solution XL:) on Is given 
b 
df(t; $1) = .;)(I ; do> + Lt MS - T&); ~1) ds, (28) 
where 
x(l)(t’; &) if ~l(t” T1> = ~b~it’) t’EI1, if t’ E [-1, 01. (29) 
Here, we consider two special control functions e, and i, defined by 
where 6, and +1 are defined in (26). As before, we can deduce that for 01 > 0 
and tEI,, 
,ae, = [x?(t), X;‘(t)], 
where 
x:‘(t) = x:)(l) $ j-It C&S - ia( ;1) ds, (314 
x:(t) = x?(l) + IIt c$r(s - is(s); +1) ds. (31b) 
This construction process can be repeated to obtain LSZ~ for t E Ij , 2 < j < K. 
For the particular case where the initial data is given by 
40(t) = t + 1, t E 1-z 01, (32) 
we have fl(t) = 1 and +l(t) = 2 for t ~1~ , because +,, is a strictly monotone 
increasing function of t. Thus, 
Ads - +1(s)) = s-2~t?&ct’ + 1) = SF \, 
Ads - +1(s)) = s+2$gJ”’ + 1) = s - 1. 
(33) 
The attainable sets J& for t ~1~ can be obtained by substituting (33) into 
(25): 
dt = [l + at (+ - 1) , 1 f + atq 
dt = [l + $ d2, 1 + at (+ - l)] 
aft = {l} 
for 0L > 0, 
for 01 < 0, 
foroc=O. 
(34) 
To determine Ldt for t E .7, = [I, 21, we first consider the function +, 
defined by (29) with or = i,: 
(35) 
where oi is assumed to be positive. Since +r(t’; +r) is a strictly monotone 
increasing function of t’, hence es(t) = 1 on 1, and 
In view of (31a), the upper boundary point of &t , t E I, , is given by 
xz’,‘(t) = $)(I) + .,’ a&(s - F2(s); ijl) as 
(37) 
= 1 - 5 f at + + cqt - 1)3, teI,. 
To determine the lower boundary point of JZZ~ , t E I, , we consider $r with 
~-r=ir and ol>O: 
&(t’; il) = if, t_ y’:2) - l) ;; ;; $,, ol. (38) 
The control i2(s) can be found by minimizing ySl(t’; +r) over [S - 2, s - I]. 
We observe that since y$(t’; +J is strictly monotone increasing and decreasing 
on [S - 2,0] and [0, s - I], respectively, i2(s) can be determined by com- 
paring the values of &(t’; ir) at t’ = s - 2 and s - 1: 
i2(s) = 
I 
1 if &(s - 1; ii) < A(s - 2; +r), 
2 if $r(s - 1; ir) > 4r(s - 2; jr), (39) 
for s E I, . When q$(s - 1; ir) = +i(s - 2; ir), we may define i2(s) = 1 or 2. 
Using (38), it can be readily verified that (39) can be rewritten as 
where t2 = a-l[l - (1 + c+/~]. Substituting (40) into (31 b) leads to the 
following explicit expressions for the lower boundary point x{)(t) of s4,: 
I 
1 + &t(t - 2) 
xgyt)= a(t- l)(l +Qa(t- 1)2-&(t- 1)) 
for 1 < t < 2 + i2 , 
t + oi(1 + t2) (1 + @&” - $ryq2 ) for2 + t2 <t <2. 
(41) 
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The attainable sets &t for t E I9 , J’ > 2, can be constructed in a recursive 
manner. It is interesting to note that for the case with j 01 1 > 0 and initial 
data $,,(t) = 1 on [-2,0], & = ((1 + at)} for t ~1~ , and for t E I, : 
&gt = v  + at, 1 + 01 + 4 - 1) (1 - (42) (1 - 91 
[l + a + a(t - 1) (1 - (a/2) (1 - t)), 1 + iYt] (42) 
It is apparent that ~2~ evolves from singletons for t E I1 into compact intervals 
for t >* 1. 
Now, consider the time-optimal control problem for (23) with (y. = 1 and 
&, given by (32). Let the target set Gt = [2, 31 for all t > 0. From (24), we 
find that G, n s9, is empty for all t E I1 , but nonempty for some t E I, . The 
minimum time t* corresponds to the first time such that G,, n ~2’~~ is non- 
empty. From (37), this implies that t* is the smallest positive root of the 
equation 
2 = x$t*) = 4 + t* + Q(t* - 1)“. (43) 
It can be verified that t* w 1.465. From Theorem 3, the time-optimal control 
T* must satisfy 
for almost all t EIi . 
suPb?(t)+,(t - 'T2; 71 *I> = 17(t) C1(t - T2*(% Tl*) 
7@ 
for almost all t E 1, n It* , 
(44) 
where the solution to the adjoint equation (14) for this case is T(t) = v  = 1, 
t ~1~~ . Evidently, {+1 , .i2} defined in (33) and (36) satisfies (44). Moreover, 
the control T(t) = 1 on It* is time-optimal. Since $,, and C1(.; +i) are strictly 
monotone increasing functions, the time-optimal control is unique. 
V. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Although only the time-optimal control problem has been discussed in 
detail, the results are applicable to other optimal control problems. For 
example, Theorem 1 can be used to establish the existence of solutions to the 
problem of minimizing a terminal cost J(xT(tl; 4,)) over @(It,>, where J is a 
real-valued continuous function on R”. Also, one may consider the problem of 
minimizing a cost functional of the form 
J(T) = it1 [a(t) . X(t) + g(t, x(t - T(t)))] 4 
0 
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where t + a(t) E Rn and (t, x) -+g(t, x) E R1 are specified continuous 
mappings on It, and Iit, x Rn , respectively. By introducing an additional 
equation dx,+,/dt = a(t) . x(t) + g(t, 7, x(t - T(Q)) with xn+l(t,) = 0, the 
existence of an optimal solution follows from Theorem 1. Moreover, a 
necessary condition for optimal controls similar to Theorem 3 can be readily 
established. 
Finally, we may also consider optimal control problems for a more general 
class of systems of the form 
k(t) 
- = Joa yi(t, X(t - s)) dsvi(t> S) + Jam #i(t, x(t - s)) d.+i(t, S; T(t)), dt 
i = I,..., n, (45) 
where the integrals are taken in the Lebesgue-Stieltjes sense; yi and #i are 
specified functions; the integrators Q and pi are functions of bounded varia- 
tions in s. The control 7 enters the system through yi . Note that if we take 
yi(t, x(t - s)) = -f a,?(t) xj(t - s), 
j=l 
H(s) = 1; 
for-cc <s<O, 
for 0 < s < co, 
then (45) reduces to (2) as considered in this paper. Results for (45) will be 
discussed elsewhere. 
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